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As marine resources come under
increasing human pressure from
fishing, global warming, pollution
and other changes, a group of
researchers is increasing efforts
to chart the catalogue of species,
many of which are currently
unknown to science, that inhabit
marine environments little known
to man.
The survey of the world’s
oceans has so far pin-pointed
38,000 marine species — and
identified new fish at the rate of
two a week. The Census of
Marine Life, a concerted effort by
hundreds of scientists from more
than 70 nations, is in effect the
first hi-tech inventory of life at
sea. Oceans cover 70 per cent of
the globe but marine scientists
have been pointing out for years
that the surface of Venus has
been better mapped than the
world under the oceans.
The latest ‘end of term report’
by the census scientists
assembles data from more than
5.2 million new and existing
records, and maps the
distribution of the 38,000 species.
Details of the survey were
unveiled at a meeting in Hamburg
last month.
Scientists in Australia, China,
Canada, Europe, India, Japan,
New Zealand, South America and
sub-Saharan Africa are to form
nine new regional networks to
create a new ‘information
seaway’. But the worldwide bid to
probe life in the seas has hardly
begun.
“We have barely skimmed the
surface,” said Frederick Grassle,
of Rutgers University, who chairs
the international scientific steering
committee of the census.
One of the first tasks in supporting biodiversity is to catalogue it. A
large international team of marine scientists has been doing just that
for the planet’s least known communities under growing threat from
human activities. Nigel Williams reports.
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Bush life: The tube worm, Lamellibranchia luynesi, and its bacterial symbionts, live on sulphide produced by the anaerobic
oxidation of oil and gas. Many oil and gas seeps in the Gulf of Mexico feature dozens of dense, bush-like aggregations of such
worms. This tube-worm bush shows the red gill plumes of several worms. (Photograph: Ian McDonald, Texas A&M University.)
“Humans have explored less
than 5 per cent of the world’s
oceans, and even where they
have been explored, life may
have been too small to see. Thus
opportunities abound to discover
species and increase our
knowledge of abundance and
distribution.”
The seas cover long sloping
continental shelves rich in
nutrients that drain from the land;
huge muddy abyssal plains
fertilised by detritus from the
surface; ocean trenches and vast
chains of volcanic mountains.
Along the mid-Atlantic ridge,
submarine hot springs support
colonies of creatures discovered
only about 25 years ago.
So far taxonomists have named
and described around 230,000
marine species. But there could
be 10 times as many, still to be
identified.
At the same time, many ocean
species are under threat.
Commercial fishing has damaged
and depleted the north Atlantic
cod and the bluefin tuna and
reduced the world’s whale
population to a hundredth of its
original count. Britain holds
internationally important colonies
of many seabird species but
alarm bells have been ringing
this year with catastrophic
breeding failure amongst many
eastern colonies, apparently as
result of food shortages. Erik
Meek, a conservation officer in
Orkney says 2004 seems
“destined to go down in history
as one of the worst in living
memory”, for the seabirds. Such
occurrences add to the urgency
of mapping marine wildlife on
which so many other species
depend.
Many of the world’s coral reefs
— shelter for rich ecosystems of
species — are also threatened by
global warming, habitat
destruction and pollution.
The push for new commercial
species now threatens deep
ocean species, such as the
orange roughie, which take
decades to reach maturity. As
currently commercial species
disappear, so complex ecological
networks are disrupted. So the
census is part of a concerted
international effort to make a
detailed map of life on the
biggest — and most unexplored
— region of the planet.
The payoff so far is an ocean
biographic information system
that pinpoints 95 per cent of all
records so far on or near the
surface of the sea.
Less than 0.1 per cent of the
records are from the bottom half
of the water column. Researchers
calculate that a creature
collected from below 2,000
meters is about 50 times more
likely to be new to science than
one found in the first 50 meters.
In this year alone, the census
has added 106 species of marine
fish to the database. The total of
known fish species in the sea
now stands at 15,482. There
could be another 5,000 awaiting
discovery. The database has also
counted 6,800 species of
zooplankton. They could identify
another 6,000 over the next
decade.
The discoveries rest on a whole
range of new submarine
technologies, from robot
submersibles to a network of
seafloor ‘listening posts’.
Some scientists have
concentrated on collecting
specimens from 6,000 metres
below the surface, off the coast
of Angola, or underneath the
Antarctic ice shelf.
Others have tagged open
ocean species, to provide the
first ever map of marine highways
for sharks, turtles and marine
mammals. Biologists have found
not just new species of octopus,
but a new genus of these animals
in the Southern Ocean. Others
have been examining colonies of
rhodoliths — a kind of coral-like
marine algae that moves like
tumbleweed — in southern
Alaska. Remotely operated
vehicles with robot arms have
picked up a clam that survives on
methane deposits on the sea
floor off the coast of Chile, and a
new species of mollusc that lives
down thermal vents in the Indian
Ocean.
Researchers ‘listening’ to
salmon in northern California also
picked up signals from tagged
green sturgeon — rarest of the 26
sturgeon species — as they
travelled to the Canadian coast.
Researchers in the team are
also using historical and
environmental archives to
construct a picture of the oceans
before fishing and to determine
the relative impacts of human
activities and environmental
fluctuations.
Records from 400 years ago
show that cod taken by hand line
from the sides of fishing boats
could weigh as much as 36 kg.
With the advent of trawling, more
cod were taken but the average
size began to fall dramatically.
Through to 2010, scientists will
work to quantify what is known,
unknown and what may never be
known about the world’s oceans.
Their efforts should help
authorities develop effective
strategies for the sustainable
management of marine
resources. 
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On the record: A new species of scorpionfish, Scorpaenopsis vittipinna, found in the
Indo-pacific area, is one of the species recorded in the new survey logged in the
database. (Photograph: Bill Eschmeyer and John E. Randall.)
